SonoBat 4
SonoBat 4 retains true high resolution full-spectrum analysis with the
implementation of 64 bit multithreading code and algorithm enhancements for much
faster processing speeds, without sacrificing SonoBat’s core integrity of painstaking
high resolution full-spectrum based analysis. In fact, SonoBat 4 performs much
more robust, exacting, and rigorous analyses than previous versions, while still
running about 10 times as fast as previous versions.
SonoBat 4 brings as much innovation as the original SonoBat with improvements from top to bottom,
seen and unseen. From Improved frequency band noise detection and autofilter selection, improved
robustness and refinement of call discrimination, to improved and more sensitive call discrimination to
enable effective but also aesthetic bat pass displays.
•

Classifier Suites that provide selectable related classifiers in a single SonoBat panel.

•

Many additional expert system decision steps added to reduce misclassifications of ambiguous
species call varieties.

•

Enhanced signal processing under the hood to display calls cleanly above background noise.

•

Improved and more sensitive call discrimination to enable effective but also aesthetic bat pass
displays.

•

Improved frequency band noise detection and autofilter selection.

•

Improved robustness and refinement of call trending analysis.

•

Additional call parameter measures that enhance many nuanced species discriminations.

•

Stand-alone SonoBatch panel lets you continue viewing files on main SonoBat panel.

•

Easier drag and drop targets for files, folders, and paths.

•

Enhanced batsmart Scrubber utility performance; and same algorithm included in Attributers.

•

In addition to many algorithm enhancements, the version 4 regional classifiers incorporate
thousands of additional carefully tracked species-known reference recordings from free flying bats
in diverse microhabitats.

Since the beginnings of SonoBat in 1991 and through
the development of automated SonoBat 3 we have
continued fieldwork across North America to carefully
track and record known bats flying in natural
environments and incorporated thousands more fullspectrum recordings into the library data bases used
to build the expert system classifiers. SonoBat uses
an unprecedented extensive library of species-known
full-spectrum recordings of North American bats, and
because we began this initiative prior to the
emergence of White Nose Syndrome, it may now be
insurmountable to capture, track, and record a similar
number of some of these species again.
SonoBat classifiers incorporate machine learning
based quantitative classification at various decision
steps integrated with and enhanced by customized
logic based on more than two decades of experience
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knowing what works, and what doesn't work, in classifying bat echolocation calls from North American
species. SonoBat also has logic to recognize and avoid many of the confounding influences we have
earned that can subvert confident classification. For thorough reliability, SonoBat also performs a number
of stringent quality control procedures and redundant checks to only output confident classifications.
For information about SonoBat classification performance see:
http://www.sonobat.com/download/About_SonoBat_Classification_Apr2016_wLinks.pdf
Since its beginning, the SonoBat bat echolocation
classification system operates entirely in the realm
of full-spectrum signal analysis with exacting, high
resolution spectral processing of reference and
unknown recordings for data analysis and
parameter extraction. Using the full information
content of full-spectrum data enables tracking call
signal trends when weaker than ambient sound and
discriminating call content from noise and echoes.
This enables SonoBat to use the full information
content available in full-spectrum recording data for
more precise analysis, data integrity, and more
reliable results.
SonoBat 4 Batch processing prepares BatchClassify sheets for each directory in the job, in addition to
cumulative file by file, summary, and night be night and site by site report sheet for the entire job.
Simply organize each set of files for which you would like a separate output (e.g., by night or
by site) into a separate directory (i.e., folder), all contained within a folder that you drop into
the SonoBatch panel. If build up the job from separate folders in separate locations,
SonoBatch will leave output sheets at the same directory level as those folders.
SonoBatch prepares separate BatchSummary sheets for each directory in the job, in addition to a
composite sheet for the entire job. The BatchSummary sheets display tally counts for HiF/LoF passes,
total passes, and tally counts for all species, and a presence likelihood calculation for each species in the
classifier:
Maximum Estimated Likelihood (MLE). SonoBatch processing will calculate a maximum
estimated likelihood of presence for each species known to the classifier based on the
number of classified species and their known overlap and ambiguity of classification. The
likelihood estimate provides a probabilistic estimate and does not convey certainty. Please
refer to the SonoBat Classification Notes documents for your region for additional
information and interpretation of bat acoustic data.
In some cases manual vetting of recordings by knowledgeable users may enable species
presence confirmation from even single files having distinctive characteristics, despite a low
calculated likelihood. Large data sets will numerically favor a probabilistic outcome of
likelihood for some undeserving species. The probabilistic calculation performs best with
single night, single site data sets.
Although a SonoBatch run outputs a summary sheet with MLE calculations, the best results follow
vetting of processed data. See SonoBat 4.1 updates below. Changes made while manual editing with
the Vetting Table and Manual ID buttons will immediately update summary MLEs for presence and
display on the Summary tab.

SonoBat 4.1
SonoBat 4.1 introduces a new paradigm for bat acoustic processing, analysis, and
working with large data sets. Recording files with SonoBatLIVE or processing a set
a files just once through SonoBatch will prepare them for applying multiple regional
classifiers, sorting, vetting, manual species classification, viewing summary MLE
results, and report generation. If near a species range boundary and interested in
potential species, you can switch classifiers in the Vetting Table and reclassify
hundreds of files in seconds to flag files for manual inspection.
To use the Vetting Table, just drop a folder (or
folders) of prepared files into the SonoVet file
manager. If a large project of many folders, you
can choose to save as a project to reopen later.
Then select the Vetting Table, and click on the
filename in the vetting table to open the file for
viewing in SonoBat (row highlighting indicates
the currently viewed file).

Vetting Table
Manual ID

Double click on a column header to sort; right
buttons
click on a header to perform a complex sort,
e.g., auto ID (Spp Accp), then by # of calls accepted (descending order), then by # of calls in the majority
of the decision (descending order). Once sorted, you can scroll up or down in the selected sort order from
the table using function keys or up/down arrow keys, or do the same from the viewer using keys and the
up/down screen buttons. You can add or remove columns, and rearrange them to support your workflow
style, and save table layouts to reuse with other data sets.

MLE summary and counts

Use the config button to customize a list that
you can use for manual classification or other
designations of files after initial SonoBatch
processing. Your custom designators
become available in both the Man. ID button
popup tool (right center on main SonoBat
panel) and when clicking in a cell of the
species manual ID column of the vetting
table. Changes will save to use again.

You can also configure manual designation to append the designation to the
filename, button order, and configure behaviors such as appending the
designation to the filename. The summary data and MLE presence changes
immediately from manual species identifications.

Manual ID configuration
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You can also add GUANO tags files (e.g., favorite, light-tagged, or
hand release), view and sort the tags in the Vetting Table.
The SonoVet tool can output traditional SonoBat reports of batch
classification, summary, and night by night and site by site summaries
with MLEs and counts, incorporating any vetting changes and manual
IDs.
MLE summary and counts
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Grand Unified Acoustic Notation Ontology metadata standard. https://github.com/riggsd/guano-py

